Band 6 Spelling Expectations

Spelling
1- Ible able
Adding suffixes
beginning with vowel
letters to words of more
than one syllable.

2 – ence ance
Adding suffixes
beginning with vowel
letters to words of more
than one syllable.

3 – ify ate

4y
5 ou “u”
6 ation

7 ture sure

Adorable, acceptable, adaptable, advisable, conceivable,
desirable, detachable, immovable, incontrollable, likable,
accessible, divisible, edible, exhaustible, forcible, horrible,
indestructible, invisible, irresistible,
Absence, audience, circumference, coincidence, conference,
conscience, convenience, correspondence, difference,
existence, impatience, independence, influence, intelligence,
interference, licence, obedience, preference, confidence,
reference, acquaintance, ambulance, appearance,
attendance, dependence, disturbance, finance, guidance,
importance, importance, maintenance, acceptance,
performance, reassurance
Amplify, classify, disqualify, identify, notify, qualify, signify,
simplify, accelerate, accommodate, accurate, adequate,
affectionate, anticipate, approximate, appropriate, calculate,
carbohydrate, certificate, circulate, collaborate, concentrate,
congratulate, considerate, coordinate, deactivate, dedicate,
dehydrate, deliberate, delicate, desperate, exaggerate,
generate, illustrate, immaculate, illuminate, immediate,
originate, separate, vaccinate
Rhyme, style, hyena, analyse, paralyse, hygiene, hyphen,
cycle, dynamic,
Young, touch, double, trouble, country, encourage, rough,
cousin, flourish, couple, courage, courageous, enough,
nourish ,tough
Moderation, information, celebration, accommodation,
abbreviation, acceleration, adaptation, admiration,
adoration, association, agitation, animation, anticipation,
approximation, appreciation, cancellation, civilisation,
circulation, combination, complication, continuation,
deliberation, desperation, destination, duration, exploration,
expectation, fascination, illustration, motivation, narration,
negotiation, punctuation, quotation, saturation
measure, treasure, pleasure, enclosure, assure, leisure,

8 ous

creature, furniture, picture, nature, adventure, agriculture,
departure, sculpture, signature, structure, temperature
poisonous, dangerous, mountainous, famous, various
tremendous, enormous, jealous
humorous, glamorous, vigorous, ambiguous, anxious,
boisterous, courteous, courageous, delicious, hilarious,
hazardous, infamous, nutritious, contagious, spacious,
suspicious, various, vicious, precious, conscious, malicious,
ambitious, cautious, fictitious, infectious,

9 ch

scheme, chorus, chemist, echo, character, choir, chaos,
stomach, anchor, monarch, orchid, architect, orchestra,
mechanic, technology
chef, chalet, machine, brochure, parachute

10 gue que

league, tongue, antique, unique, cheque, opaque, plague,
picturesque

11 sc

science, scene, discipline, fascinate, crescent, scissors, scent,
ascend

12 eigh ey

vein, weigh, eight, neighbour, they, obey, eighth, sleigh,
height, heightened, chimney, journey, trolley, valley, pulley,
alley

13 cial tial

official, special, artificial, partial, confidential, essential,
financial, initial, commercial, residential, substantial, facial,
crucial, beneficial,

14 ei
Protein, caffeine, seize, ancient, beige, foreign, sovereign,
weird, vein, veil,
exceptions
15 silent letters Whistle, plumb, plumber, mortgage, wrestle, glisten, fasten,
doubt, sword, knowledge, solemn, Autumn,

